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A Move To End British-Israeli Terrorism
The European Grand Designers go against their biggest obstacle
Western

European

forces

the

held following the March 16 kidnapping. Mandel is

adopted at last

month's Bremen and Bonn summit meetings this

further implicated in safehousing - in conjunction
with the Bronfman network in Montreal- individuals

week moved dramatically to destroy the British
Israeli
intelligence-run
international
terrorist

involved in the Kennedy assassination.
The necessary next phase in this counterterror

machine presently mobilized against that "Grand

campaign is for the governments of West Germany,

Design" policy.

France. and Italy - which are clearly working in
coordination - to begin directly naming the names of

European Monetary Fund

committed

policy

to

In a widely circulated interview with the French
daily L 'Aurore. Italian antiterrorist head della

the City of London and allied financier and black

Chiessa exposed Baader-Meinhof founder and master

nobility circles responsible for creating and deploying

mind of the December 1975 Vienna OPEC assault

the Israeli shock troops of terror.

Joachim Klein as an agent of the Israeli Mossad. Della
Chiessa documented that Klein had recently been in

Black Guelph Terror

Israel at a kibbutz for extensive debriefing by Israeli

Even as the Order of St. John's Israeli terrorist

intelligence. and that he was subsequently provided

networks are being blown, escalating terrorist deploy
ments are underway. reflecting the desperation of

with a new identity and redeployed to another country.
As this publication goes to press, the Klein-Mossad

London and its allies to pull out all stops to wreck the

story has already been turned into front-page material

European Monetary Fund. In the Federal Republic of

in every Western European capital. In short. the word

Germany.

is out that the Black Guelph faction associated with

economic warfare is being run against the European

such

Service. Israeli intelligence, the Sovereign Order of

Labor Party. via openly identified Order of St. John
networks within the Bundespost. the West German

St. John of Jerusalem, the Jerusalem Foundation. the

postal service. Beginning on Aug. 16, European Labor

institutions

as

British

Secret

Intelligence

a

campaign

of

political

terror

and

Mont Pelerin Society and the Anti-Defamation League

Party headquarters in Wiesbaden began receiving a

of B'nai B'rith is behind international terrorism.
At the center of the expose campaign is a resolute

series of patently unconstitutional demands from the

commitment by the Vatican and by forces associated

over and above existing deposits totaling nearly 80,000

with the Andreotti and Giscard governments to get to

deutschemarks. These deposits involved both the

the filthy bottom of the kidnapping-assassination of

party's EAP offices and private phone lines in the

Bundespost for security desposits for telephone lines

homes of party members. Under the pretense of

former Italian Premier Aldo Moro.
In an interview in the latest edition of RepubbJica.

investigating

the

phone

billing,

intimidation

and

Italian Christian Democratic Party foreign policy

surveillance deployments were launched over the

expert Granelli linked the Moro affair to an ongoing
destabilization plot against Italy dating back to the 1969

following days.

Piazza Fontana massacre - and implicated Henry

Walter Hesselbach, chairman of the Bundespost and a

Kissinger by name in the operation. Granelli further
detailed the policy issue behind the assassination of

member of the Jerusalem Foundation. Hesselbach is

Moro: the role of the deceased in pressing for a DC

German political

PCI

boards of Lufthansa, and several large banks and

ruling

coalition.

Immediately

prior

to

his

kidnapping, Moro had agreed to accompany Granelli

The individual known to be behind this operation is

one of the key Anglo-Zionist controllers of West
life.

sitting

additionally

on the

trade associations.

to the United States to press the Carter Administration

The same Order of St. John networks are directly

to come behind such a coalition as the only basis for a

implicated in the recent spate of Croatian terrorist

stable Italy.
It has been reported to this news service that the

through

incidents in the United States. That activation. run
the

Captive

Nations

networks

that

are

Granelli interview merely represents the front end of
a detailed grid of evidence on the Moro affair that will

directly controlled by the U.S. heads of the St. John's

soon be released. establishing the terrorists' British
Israeli pedigree. On Aug. 17, an Austrian journalist

threatened "left-right" terror spree in the U.S. and at

provided a preview of that evidence, identifying an

week's New York City bombs directly threatened the

Italian-based

Rumanian

Jew.

Montenello

Order.

are

geared

at

both

activating

the

long

destabilizing central Europe. A note attached to last

(alias

life of West German Chancellor Schmidt; and the

George Mandel) with direct connections into Geneva
and Basel Rothschild Zionist banking circles whose

persistent theme of the terrorists and their supporters

estate was probably the safehouse where Moro was

Tito's death.

has been to promise an insurrection in Yugoslavia on
-Jeffrey Steinberg
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